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Abstract: An important determinant of the pathogenesis and prognosis of various diseases is inherited genetic 
variation. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), variations at a single base position, have been identified in both 
protein-coding and noncoding DNA sequences, but the vast majority of millions of those variants are far from being 
functionally understood. Here we show that a common variant in the gene MTHFR [rs1801133 (C>T)] not only influ-
ences response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy in patients with rectal cancer, but it also influences recurrence 
of the disease itself. More specifically, patients with the homozygous ancestral (wild type) genotype (C/C) were 2.91 
times more likely (291% increased benefit) to respond to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy {95% CI: [1.23, 6.89]; 
P=0.0150} and 3.25 times more likely (325% increased benefit) not to experience recurrence of the disease {95% 
CI: [1.37, 7.72]; P=0.0079} than patients with either the heterozygous (C/T) or the homozygous mutation (T/T) geno-
type. These results identify MTHFR as an important genetic marker and open up new, pharmacogenomic strategies 
in the treatment and management of rectal cancer.

Keywords: Rectal cancer, MTHFR single nucleotide polymorphism, genetic variation, recurrence of rectal cancer, 
response to chemoradiotherapy, personalized medicine

Introduction

Each year, approximately 40,000 women and 
men are diagnosed with rectal cancer in the 
U.S. [1]. During the last two decades, the man-
agement of rectal cancer has experienced sev-
eral revolutionary innovations including the 
seminal description of total mesorectal exci-
sion [2], and the adoption of neoadjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) for locally advanced 
cases [3, 4]. Neoadjuvant CRT has emerged as 
an important treatment modality for downsizing 
tumors, reducing rates of local recurrence, and 
improving sphincter preservation rates in pa- 
tients. Furthermore, 15%-30% of all rectal can-
cer patients respond to neoadjuvant CRT and 
experience pathological complete recovery [5]. 
Having the ability to identify in advance, i.e. at 
the time of the diagnosis, those patients who 
will respond to neoadjuvant CRT, as well as 
those who will not do so, will undoubtedly have 

a significant impact in the treatment and man-
agement of this disease. Today, empowered by 
the enormous advances in biotechnology, par-
ticularly in the areas of genomics and genetics, 
researchers are seeking to ascertain whether 
inherited genetic variations play a role in -- and 
whether they could be utilized as markers of -- 
response to a particular treatment, progres-
sion, and/or recurrence of various diseases.

In this project, we conducted two studies wh- 
erein we sought to investigate the role of the 
common variant rs1801133 in the MTHFR 
(methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase) gene in 
1) pathological complete response to neoadju-
vant CRT (5-fluorouracil-based chemotherapy 
and radiation) and 2) in recurrence of rectal 
cancer. In connection with the first study, 108 
subjects [36 responders (RS) and 72 non-res- 
ponders (NRS)] were employed. The tumor 
regression grading (TRG) recommended by the 
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College of American Pathologists [6] was used 
to assess pathological complete response. 
Demographical, clinical, as well as genotyping, 
information about all subjects used in the first 
study is listed in Supplementary Table 1. In con-
nection with the second study, 108 subjects 
[36 with no recurrence (NRC) and 72 with recur-
rence (RC)] were employed. Supplementary 
Table 2 contains demographical, clinical, as 
well as genotyping, information about all sub-
jects used in the second study. All subjects for 
both studies were recruited at the Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN, USA. Genomic DNA was isolat-
ed from peripheral blood and was processed 
and analyzed for single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) according to the method and 
protocols that we have presented in a previous 
study [7]. Briefly, having employed high-resolu-
tion melting for screening and scanning for sin-
gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) -- a me- 
thod that offers high accuracy in the differenti-
ation among homozygous ancestral (wild type), 
heterozygous, and homozygous for the muta-
tion genotypes not only in the case of transi-
tions, such as the C>T (rs1801133) in the 
MTHFR gene in this study (Supplementary 
Figure 1), but also in the case of transversions 
and other cases of unique genotype outcomes 
[7] -- we were able to obtain accurately the 
MTHFR rs1801133 genotype for all subjects 
used for both studies. All statistical analyses 
employed in both studies were based on a bio-
informatic methodology that we have devel-
oped and presented previously [8-17]. All clini-
cal, genotyping, and statistical methods appear 
in the Methods section.

Methods

Clinical

Patients used in both studies were recruited at 
the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA, and writ-
ten informed consent was obtained from all 
patients. Obtainment and processing of all 
patient biosamples were carried out in accor-
dance with the IRB protocols of the Mayo Clinic. 
In connection with the response-to-CRT study, 
the tumor regression grading (TRG) recom-
mended by the College of American Pathologists 
[6] was used for the selection of patients. 
Subjects with a score of TRG=0 (pathological 
complete recovery) and with no evidence of the 
disease following surgery (post-surgery TNM 
scores were 0) were classified as responders 
(RS), whereas subjects with a score of TRG=3 

(poor or no response) were classified as non-
responders (NRS). Subjects with missing and/
or conflicting clinical information were excluded 
from the study. The CRT protocol consisted of 
the traditional long course of 5040 cGy radia-
tion over a period of five weeks with infusion of 
5-FU. For all subjects, surgery followed at a 
minimum of six weeks after the conclusion of 
CRT. In connection with the recurrence-of-rec-
tal-cancer study, documented clinical evidence 
of recurrence of the disease was used for the 
selection of the patients. Subjects with no evi-
dence of the disease following surgery (post-
surgery TNM scores were 0) and with no recur-
rence of the disease within four years following 
surgery were classified as NRC; whereas sub-
jects with recurrence of the disease within four 
years following surgery were classified as RC. 
Subjects with missing and/or conflicting clinical 
information were excluded from the study. 
Recurrence comprised both local and meta-
static recurrence.

Genotyping 

Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral 
blood and was processed and analyzed for sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) accord-
ing to the method and protocols presented in a 
previous study [7]. Briefly, high-resolution me- 
lting was used for screening and scanning for 
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Str- 
and locking dye, rapid thermal cycling equip-
ment, synthetic target template controls, and 
primer selection optimization allowed the trans-
parent detection of the heterozygous samples 
and differentiated the major allele and the 
minor allele homozygous states in a rapid, tem-
plate resilient assay. To avoid interference by 
primer dimers, single-stranded nucleic acid en- 
tities, and template contamination, observa-
tions were based on the melting behavior of 
double-stranded amplicon products of about 
100 base pairs. Differentiation of heterozygous 
from homozygous samples was based on melt-
ing peak shape, whereas differentiation bet- 
ween homozygous samples was based on melt-
ing peak temperature (Supplementary Figure 
1). A synthetic control sequence for the ances-
tral/major and the minor allele was incorporat-
ed as a control and for primer evaluation. 
Modified primer selection was based on the 
evaluation and determination of candidate 
primer pairs for the greatest temperature dif-
ference between the two homozygous states 
using a synthetic target for each sequence. The 
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temperature difference between the homozy-
gous states was enhanced by spiking the sam-
ples. All personnel that performed the genotyp-
ing tests were blinded to all data and were 
provided with only an ID number for each blood 
sample.

Statistical 

For all comparisons for both studies, the two-
tailed Pearson χ2 test was used. For those com-
parisons with a 2×2 contingency table, the two-
tailed Fisher exact test was also used, and, 
furthermore, the odds ratio and the 95% confi-
dence interval for the odds ratio value were cal-
culated. The odds ratio and the 95% confidence 

interval for the odds ratio value were not cal- 
culated for those comparisons whereby the 
results of the Fisher exact test were not statisti-
cally significant. For all tests, the significance 
level was set at α=0.05 (two-tailed). The logis-
tic regression analysis was performed with a 
Y-intercept (β0) and with six independent vari-
ables (MTHFR SNP, age, sex, BMI, smoking Hx, 
and tumor grade), as they appear in Supp- 
lementary Table 1. The dependent variable was 
binary (RS=0 and NRS=1) and the independent 
variables were inputted as follows: MTHFR 
SNP: (A=0 and H=M=1); age as a numerical 
variable; sex: (M=0 and F=1); BMI as a numeri-
cal variable; smoking Hx: (N=0, F=1, and C=2); 
and tumor grade: (grade 1=1, grade 2=2, grade 

Table 1. Contingency and all frequency Tables for both studies: (A) response to chemoradiotherapy 
(CRT) and (B) recurrence of rectal cancer
A. Response to CRT

SNIP ID Genotypes Genotypes 
tested RS NRS Totals Geno-type 

%
RS row 

%
NRS row 

%
RS col 

%
NRS col 

%
rs1801133 A=C/C A 26 34 60 55.6 43.3 56.7 72.2 47.2

H=C/T H 9 27 36 33.3 25.0 75.0 25.0 37.5
M=T/T M 1 11 12 11.1 8.3 91.7 2.8 15.3

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
rs1801133 A=C/C A 26 34 60 55.6 43.3 56.7 72.2 47.2

H=C/T H & M 10 38 48 44.4 20.8 79.2 27.8 52.8
M=T/T

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
rs1801133 A=C/C A & H 35 61 96 88.9 36.5 63.5 97.2 84.7

H=C/T M 1 11 12 11.1 8.3 91.7 2.8 15.3
M=T/T

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
B. Recurrence of Rectal Cancer

SNIP ID Genotypes Genotypes 
tested NRC RC Totals Geno-type 

%
NRC row 

%
RC row 

%
NRC col 

%
RC col 

%
rs1801133 A=C/C A 26 32 58 53.7 44.8 55.2 72.2 44.4

H=C/T H 9 31 40 37.0 22.5 77.5 25.0 43.1
M=T/T M 1 9 10 9.3 10.0 90.0 2.8 12.5

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
rs1801133 A=C/C A 26 32 58 53.7 44.8 55.2 72.2 44.4

H=C/T H & M 10 40 50 46.3 20.0 80.0 27.8 55.6
M=T/T

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
rs1801133 A=C/C A & H 35 63 98 90.7 35.7 64.3 97.2 87.5

H=C/T M 1 9 10 9.3 10.0 90.0 2.8 12.5
M=T/T

Totals 36 72 108 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 100.0
The SNP ID, the genotypes, the genotypes tested, the number of subjects within each group, the total number of subjects 
for each genotype, the genotype percentages, the group row percentages, and the group column percentages are listed. (A): 
homozygous ancestral (wild type). (H): heterozygous. (M): homozygous for the mutation. (RS): responders to CRT. (NRS): non-
responders to CRT. (NRC): subjects with no recurrence of rectal cancer. (RC): subjects with recurrence of rectal cancer.
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3=3, grade 4=4). The significance level was set 
at α=0.05 (two-tailed). The Cox proportional 
hazards regression analysis was performed 
with only the MTHFR SNP variable as the inde-
pendent variable in the case of Model A and in 
the case of Model B, with six independent vari-
ables (MTHFR SNP, age, sex, BMI, smoking Hx, 
and tumor grade), as they appear in Supp- 
lementary Table 2. The independent variables 
were inputted as follows: MTHFR SNP: (A=0 
and H=M=1) for both Model A and Model B; age 
as a numerical variable; sex: (M=0 and F=1); 
BMI as a numerical variable; smoking Hx: (N=0, 
F=1, and C=2); and tumor grade: (grade 1=1, 
grade 2=2, grade 3=3, grade 4=4). The recur-
rence time (Supplementary Table 2) was used 
as the time-to-event variable. Regarding cen-
soring, “1” was used for subjects that did not 
experience recurrence of the disease within 
four years post-surgery, and “0” was used for 
subjects that experienced recurrence of the 
disease within four years post-surgery. The sig-
nificance level was set at α=0.05 (two-tailed). 
Regarding power analysis, we performed a χ2 
test power analysis in order to determine an 

approximate sample size for both studies. 
Using two degrees of freedom for each study, 
since each study design employed a 3×2 con-
tingency table [three genotypes (A, H, M) vs. 
two groupings (RS vs. NRS for the response 
study) or (NRC vs. RC for the recurrence study)]; 
a medium effect size (w=0.3); a minimum 
power of 0.80; a significance level of α=0.05 
(two-tailed); we calculated that the estimated 
total sample size for each study was N=108 
subjects (χ2=9.7200). All analyses in this study 
were carried out with custom software written 
by J.B.N. in MATLAB R2014b.

Results

Response to CRT study

In connection with the first study, i.e. response 
to CRT, out of 108 subjects used, 55.6% 
(60/108) had the homozygous ancestral geno-
type (C/C), 33.3% (36/108) had the heterozy-
gous genotype (C/T), and 11.1% (12/108) had 
the homozygous for the mutation genotype 
(T/T) (Table 1A). Of the 108 subjects, 36 were 

Table 2. Statistical results of the SNP analysis in connection with both studies: (A) response to chemo-
radiotherapy (CRT) and (B) recurrence of rectal cancer

SNP ID Gene Geno-
types

Genotypes 
Tested

Test (two-
tailed) χ2 DF P OR 95% CI Notes

A. Response to CRT
rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C

H=C/T
M=T/T

A vs. H vs. M Pearson χ2 7.2000 2 0.0273 SS
Fisher Exact N/A N/A N/A

rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C
H=C/T
M=T/T

A vs. H & M Pearson χ2 6.0750 1 0.0137 SS
Fisher Exact 0.0150 2.9059 [1.2251, 6.8925] SS

rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C
H=C/T
M=T/T

A & H vs. M Pearson χ2 3.7969 1 0.0513 NSS
Fisher Exact 0.0580 § § NSS

B. Recurrence of Rectal Cancer
rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C

H=C/T
M=T/T

A vs. H vs. M Pearson χ2 8.0108 2 0.0182 SS
Fisher Exact N/A N/A N/A

rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C
H=C/T
M=T/T

A vs. H & M Pearson χ2 7.4483 1 0.0064 SS
Fisher Exact 0.0079 3.2500 [1.3686, 7.7177] SS

rs1801133 MTHFR A=C/C
H=C/T
M=T/T

A & H vs. M Pearson χ2 2.7000 1 0.1003 NSS
Fisher Exact 0.1598 § § NSS

The SNP number, the gene name, the genotypes, the genotypes tested, the statistical tests employed, the χ2 value, the degrees 
of freedom (DF), the probability of significance (P), the odds ratio (OR), and the 95% confidence interval for the OR value are 
shown. The significance level was set at α=0.05 (two-tailed) for all tests. (SS): statistically significant. (NSS): not statistically 
significant. (§): the OR value and the 95% CI are not calculated if the results of the Fisher exact test are not statistically signifi-
cant. (N/A): not applicable because the Fisher exact test cannot be performed in that case. All statistical tests performed were 
two-tailed. (A): homozygous ancestral (wild type). (H): heterozygous. (M): homozygous for the mutation.
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responders (RS) to CRT (experienced patholo- 
gical complete recovery) and 72 were non-
responders (NRS). Having examined all three 
genotypes separately and concurrently, we 
found a statistically significant association 
between the three genotypes and response to 
CRT [Pearson χ2=7.20 (P=0.0273)] (Table 2A 
and Figure 1A). When we examined those sub-

jects that were homozygous for the ancestral 
genotype (C/C) against subjects with the other 
two genotypes together (C/T & T/T), we found 
an even stronger statistically significant asso-
ciation between those two genotype groups 
and response to CRT [Pearson χ2=6.08 (P= 
0.0137)] (Table 2A and Figure 1B). A Fisher 
exact test confirmed the aforementioned sta-

Figure 1. Within Group Percentage Distribution for Both Studies: (A, B) Response to Chemoradiotherapy (CRT) and 
(C, D) Recurrence of Rectal Cancer. (A) % distribution of responders (RS) (green bars) and non-responders (NRS) 
(red bars) in the following three genotypes: A (homozygous wild type), H (heterozygous), and M (homozygous muta-
tion). There is a statistically significant association between the three individual genotypes and response to CRT 
[two-tailed Pearson χ2=7.20 with P=0.0273]. (B) % distribution of responders (RS) (green bars) and non-responders 
(NRS) (red bars) in the following two genotypes: A (homozygous wild type) and H & M (combined group of hetero-
zygous and homozygous mutation). There is a statistically significant association between the two genotypes and 
response to CRT [two-tailed Pearson χ2=6.08 with P=0.0137 and two-tailed Fisher exact test with P=0.0150]. (C) 
% distribution of subjects with no recurrence (NRC) (green bars) and subjects with recurrence (RC) (purple bars) in 
the following three genotypes: A (homozygous wild type), H (heterozygous), and M (homozygous mutation). There is 
a statistically significant association between the three individual genotypes and recurrence of rectal cancer [two-
tailed Pearson χ2=8.01 with P=0.0182]. (D) % distribution of subjects with no recurrence (NRC) (green bars) and 
subjects with recurrence (RC) (purple bars) in the following two genotypes: A (homozygous wild type) and H & M 
(combined group of heterozygous and homozygous mutation). There is a statistically significant association between 
the two genotypes and recurrence of rectal cancer [two-tailed Pearson χ2=7.45 with P=0.0064 and two-tailed Fisher 
exact test with P=0.0079].
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tistically significant association (P=0.0150) 
and revealed that the subjects with the homo-
zygous for the ancestral genotype (C/C) were 
2.91 times {odds ratio with a 95% CI of [1.2251, 
6.8925]} more likely to respond to CRT than the 
subjects with either the heterozygous (C/T) or 
the homozygous for the mutation (T/T) geno-
type (Table 2A). Finally, having combined the 
homozygous for the ancestral genotype and 
the heterozygous into one group (C/C & C/T) 
and compared them against the homozygous 
for the mutation (T/T), we found no statistically 
significant association between those two gen-
otype groups and response to CRT [Pearson 
χ2=3.8 (P=0.0513)]. A Fisher exact test con-
firmed the aforementioned statistically not sig-
nificant association (P=0.0580) (Table 2A). 
Those analyses and their respective results 
indicate that only the homozygous ancestral 
genotype (C/C) in the MTHFR gene confers a 
significant benefit (291% increased benefit) in 
connection with response to CRT as compared 
with the other two genotypes (C/T or T/T). In 
order to ascertain whether covariates, such as 
age, sex, BMI (body mass index), smoking his-
tory, and tumor grade, had any significant 
effect, we performed a logistic regression anal-
ysis (Supplementary Table 3). The analysis cor-
roborated the statistical significance of the 
MTHFR SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) 
variable when it was considered together with 
the aforementioned covariates. Furthermore, 
the analysis revealed that the covariates sex 
and tumor grade also had a statistically signifi-
cant effect. More specifically, patients with 
either the heterozygous (C/T) or the homozy-
gous for the mutation (T/T) genotype were 0.20 
times less likely to respond to CRT than patients 
with the wild type (C/C) genotype (P=0.00470); 
female patients were 5.18 times more likely to 
respond to CRT than male patients (P=0.00373); 
and patients with either tumor grade 3 or tumor 
grade 4 were 0.12 times less likely to respond 
to CRT than patients with tumor grade 2 
(P=0.00205). The covariates age, BMI, and 
smoking history had no statistically significant 
effect (Supplementary Table 3).

Recurrence of rectal cancer study

In the second study (recurrence of rectal can-
cer), out of 108 subjects used, 53.7% (58/108) 
had the homozygous ancestral genotype (C/C), 
37.0% (40/108) had the heterozygous geno-
type (C/T), and 9.3% (10/108) had the homozy-
gous for the mutation genotype (T/T) (Table 
1B). As was mentioned above, out of 108 sub-

jects, 36 experienced no recurrence of rectal 
cancer (NRC) within four years following surgery 
and 72 did experience recurrence of the dis-
ease (RC) within four years following surgery. In 
a similar manner as in the first study, having 
examined all three genotypes separately and 
concurrently, we found a statistically significant 
association between the three genotypes and 
recurrence of rectal cancer [Pearson χ2=8.01 
(P=0.0182)] (Table 2B and Figure 1C). Having 
compared those subjects that were homozy-
gous for the ancestral genotype (C/C) against 
the subjects with the other two genotypes 
together (C/T & T/T), we found an even stronger 
statistically significant association between 
those two genotype groups and recurrence of 
rectal cancer [Pearson χ2=7.45 (P=0.0064)] 
(Table 2B and Figure 1D). A Fisher exact test 
confirmed that statistically significant associa-
tion (P=0.0079) and revealed that the subjects 
with the homozygous for the ancestral geno-
type (C/C) were 3.25 times {odds ratio with a 
95% CI of [1.3686, 7.7177]} more likely not to 
experience recurrence of rectal cancer than the 
subjects with either the heterozygous (C/T) or 
the homozygous for the mutation (T/T) geno-
type (Table 2B). Finally, when we combined the 
homozygous for the ancestral genotype and 
the heterozygous into one group (C/C & C/T) 
and compared them against the homozygous 
for the mutation (T/T), we found no statistically 
significant association between those two gen-
otype groups and recurrence of rectal cancer 
[Pearson χ2=2.70 (P=0.1003)]. A Fisher exact 
test confirmed the aforementioned statistically 
not significant association (P=0.1598) (Table 
2B). These results indicate that only the homo-
zygous ancestral genotype (C/C) in the MTHFR 
gene confers a significant benefit (325% in- 
creased benefit) in connection with recurrence 
of rectal cancer as compared with the other 
two genotypes (C/T or T/T). In order to assess 
any significant effect by covariates, such as 
age, sex, BMI, smoking history, and tumor 
grade, we performed a Cox proportional haz-
ards regression analysis. The analysis corrobo-
rated the statistical significance of the MTHFR 
SNP variable both in the case where it was the 
only variable (Model A, P=0.02159) and in the 
case where it was considered together with all 
of the aforementioned covariates (Model B, 
P=0.00454) (Supplementary Table 4 and 
Supplementary Figure 2). Furthermore, the 
analysis revealed that two covariates, namely, 
age and sex also had a statistically significant 
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-- albeit much smaller -- effect. According to the 
analysis, patients with either the heterozygous 
(C/T) or the homozygous for the mutation (T/T) 
genotype were 2.06 times more likely to experi-
ence recurrence of rectal cancer than patients 
with the wild type (C/C) genotype (P=0.00454); 
older patients were 0.98 times less likely to 
experience recurrence of the disease than 
younger patients (P=0.03010); and female 
patients were 0.55 times less likely to experi-
ence recurrence of the disease than male 
patients (P=0.03464). The covariates BMI, 
smoking history, and tumor grade had no sta-
tistically significant effect (Supplementary 
Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 2).

Biochemistry and role of MTHFR in DNA meth-
ylation and oncogenesis

The enzyme encoded by the MTHFR gene occu-
pies a crucial position in the pathway of metab-
olism of folate and pterines. More specifically, 
the MTHFR enzyme catalyzes the conversion of 
5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate to 5-methyltet-
rahydrofolate, which becomes the methyl donor 
for the methylation of homocysteine to methio-
nine, catalyzed by the methionine synthase via 
the required cofactor methylcobalamin (a form 
of B12 vitamin) (Figure 2). It should be noted 
here that 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate is 
ultimately derived from folate (folic acid, aka 

Figure 2. The Pathway of Metabolism of Folate in Connection with DNA Methylation. The MTHFR (methylenetetrahy-
drofolate reductase) enzyme plays a crucial role in this pathway. A common C>T transition at nucleotide 14783 is 
responsible for a defective MTHFR enzyme with a substantially lower activity in the case of the homozygous for the 
mutation (T/T) and the heterozygous (C/T) genotypes. Impaired activity of the MTHFR enzyme ultimately leads to 
DNA hypomethylation, which leads to oncogenesis. Supplementation of 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, which is directly 
downstream of the MTHFR enzyme, along with the essential cofactor methylcobalamin, and/or supplementation 
with S-adenosylmethionine may bypass the defective MTHFR enzyme and may lead to normal DNA methylation.
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vitamin B9) [folate → 7,8-Dihydrofolate → 
Tetrahydrofolate → 5, 10-methylenetetrahydro-
folate]; that folate cannot be synthesized by 
mammals and, therefore, must be provided 
dietarily; and that sufficient amounts of both 
folate and methylcobalamin are essential to 
this pathway [18, 19]. The methionine thus pro-
duced from 5-methyltetrahydrofolate reacts 
with ATP and is then converted to S-adenosy- 
lmethionine (SAM), which is the ultimate methyl 
donor for numerous cellular methylation reac-
tions, the most notable and important of which 
is DNA methylation. DNA methylation (methyla-
tion of cytosine at the 5’ position in the CpG 
islands, mostly found in the promoter regions in 
the human genome) regulates gene expres-
sion. It should be noted here that a number of 
limiting factors in the above described folate → 
SAM pathway inevitably lead to insufficiency of 
SAM and, consequently, to aberrant DNA hypo-
methylation, i.e. dysregulation of DNA methyla-
tion (Figure 2). Dysregulation of genomic DNA 
methylation has been linked to oncogenesis 
[20, 21]. A common C>T transition at nucleo- 
tide 14783 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NG_ 
013351.1) of the MTHFR gene, responsible for 
the substitution of an alanine with a valine 
codon at position 222 (Ala 222 Val) in the 
N-terminal catalytic domain, results in a protein 
with considerably higher thermolability (higher 
sensitivity to heat inactivation) and substan-
tially lower enzymatic activity [22, 23]. Previous 
studies have linked the substantially lower 
enzymatic activity of the T/T (homozygous for 
the mutation) genotype in the MTHFR gene  
with genomic DNA hypomethylation [23-25]. 
Furthermore, numerous studies have reported 
the connection between DNA hypomethylation 
and various types of cancer [20, 26-30]. The 
results of our study are, therefore, in accord 
with the aforementioned findings of previous 
studies and, to the best of our knowledge, pro-
vide a novel link between the common variant 
rs1801133 in MTHFR and recurrence of rectal 
cancer, as well as response to CRT. Moreover, 
the results of our study provide novel evidence 
that both the patients with the heterozygous 
(C/T) genotype and the patients with the homo-
zygous for the mutation (T/T) genotype are at a 
significant risk for recurrence of rectal cancer 
and for no response to CRT as compared with 
the patients with the homozygous wild type 
(C/C) genotype. This suggests that any reduc-
tion in the enzymatic activity of the MTHFR pro-

tein, as compared with the enzymatic activity of 
the wild type protein, confers a significant risk 
of poor clinical outcome in connection with this 
disease.

Discussion

There are a few strategies against the fight of 
this disease that follow as natural corollaries 
from the evidence provided by our study. The 
first strategies are of clinical nature and may be 
easier to implement. Adequate and continuous 
supplementation of both 5-MTHF (5-methyltet-
rahydrofolate) and the required cofactor me- 
thylcobalamin would play a crucial anaplerotic 
role toward reestablishing the folate pathw- 
ay immediately downstream of the defective 
MTHFR enzyme (Figure 2), and it would lead to 
normalized levels of DNA methylation in the 
case of the patients with either the C/T (hetero-
zygous) or the T/T (homozygous for the muta-
tion) genotype. Toward the same end, and 
assuming an attainable normal plasma con-
centration, supplementation with SAM (S-ad- 
enosylmethionine) may effect the same result. 
Clearly, clinical trials designed specifically to 
investigate those strategies are needed to pro-
vide definitive conclusions. Toward the same 
direction, future clinical trials may be designed 
to investigate whether adequate amounts of 
folate and methylcobalamin (via supplementa-
tion) could have a beneficial effect on patients 
like those with the homozygous wild type (C/C) 
genotype in our study who did not respond to 
CRT, and who did experience recurrence of the 
disease, for it stands to reason that a normal 
MTHFR enzyme in conjunction with inadequate 
amounts of the aforementioned chemicals 
could also lead to genomic DNA hypomethyl-
ation. Another strategy, of pharmacogenomic 
nature, also follows from the results of our 
study. The development of drugs that would tar-
get the MTHFR gene and induce overexpres-
sion of it, administered in conjunction with 
adequate supplementation of both folate and 
methylcobalamin, may prove to be of a greater 
benefit than the previously suggested app- 
roaches for the patients with either the homo-
zygous for the mutation (T/T) or the heterozy-
gous (C/T) genotype. Finally, given the impact 
of the common variant rs1801133 in the 
MTHFR gene to DNA methylation and, conse-
quently, to oncogenesis, future studies may 
investigate its possible connection and role in 
other types of cancer.
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